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From the Principal

Mr Simon Leese

board’, two following my meetings with them
in the UK at Christmas. But each year I am
staggered by the dismal state of a large number
of applications I receive, which go straight into
the ‘reject’ list with barely a glance. The most
disturbing aspect, is that these people are
currently employed in other schools around
the world, presumed to be offering guidance
and direction to young people. They have little
idea how to present themselves, and have
clearly done no research whatsoever into
POWIIS before wasting our time with their
application. Often the application is ‘generic’
and does not even refer to the school.

2019 is underway, and I hope all enjoyed the
recent school break. The new term is odd this
year, with a very short time till our half term
break, brought about by the date of Chinese
New Year. We are looking forward to some
special parts to our celebration this year thanks
to the creativity of our Mandarin teachers.
This year my wife and I celebrated Christmas
at our UK home, and our annual dinner with
friends took on a distinctly different flavour,
with Chinese lanterns complementing the
more familiar tree!
My main task in the early part of the year is to
recruit staff to meet our needs in September.
Already four excellent new colleagues are ‘on

However in amongst them are some
outstanding candidates, and I am confident
of some remarkable appointments. An early
question in our first conversation is what at
POWIIS caught their imagination? They often
talk of the ‘feel’ of our paperwork, and their
sense that our commitment to an holistic
experience is genuine, rather than merely
words in some other schools. And indeed it is.
It has been interesting to talk to people in UK
schools about their experience of gaining, and
losing, students from our part of the world.
In England, as here, students are enticed to
move away to foundation courses, with little
concern about the suitability for the individual
in a large number of cases. High quality UK
schools recognise, as we do, that a route to a
worthwhile future can be made shorter, easier
or cheaper is a myth, and like all myths it will
eventually be shown for what it is. I often tell
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students that universities either select, or
they recruit. All our students should aim for
the top - institutions which not only choose
the best students, but promise a secure and
rewarding future.
This week saw the closure of the UK
universities admissions process for September
2019, and our students have been receiving
offers from the universities of their choice.
What follows now is a determined effort to
achieve the grades required, so that they can
move on to the next phase of their education.
For some, this will be a challenge but one well
worth responding to. Naturally they feel the
pressure of competition.
Sometimes success comes not through doing
the right things, but through avoiding the
‘wrong’ things - we can never know when
success will come. I wonder who remembers
Steven Bradbury? He won a gold medal in the
2002 Salt Lake City Winter Olympics speed
skating, for Australia. He was a complete
outsider,
and
was (continued on pg2)
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(From the Principal Cont.) confidently
expecting last place in the five man
men’s final; sure enough, he was left
behind - but content to have got so
far and he was enjoying the occasion.
The front four then all managed to
bring each other down and he raced
through to the most unlikely gold
medal. At the time, and at the medal
ceremony, he was modest, almost
apologetic, and quick to acknowledge
the quality of the other athletes. But,
here is the message. Lesson 101 in
skating is you have to stay on your feet
- all the practice, training, strength
and technique come to nothing when
sitting on the ice.
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Cross Country 6th December
2018
Mr Oliver Roberts

As you may have heard, POWIIS held our annual
Cross Country event around the beautiful
Botanical Gardens on Thursday 6th December
2018.

posted the fastest time of the day, overtaking
both his junior and senior competitors to
surprise all but those that had experienced his
speed at running club last year!

In what turned out to be a hot and competitive
morning, students supported one another
marvelously
with
plenty
of
notable
achievements.....

Having scored the most points for both
competitive scores and overall laps, Cornwall
House were victorious on the day. Mr Streat is
already preparing his house for defending their
title next year!

Daniel Taylor, a year 9 junior from Rutland,

Our students need to stay on their
feet. They need to keep doing what
they are doing, not worrying about
being compared with others, and they
will get to the end. They may even
make gold!

Beach
Cleaning
Mr Ben Lim Teng Aik

Where Art Meets Science
Ms Silvia Vuong

Last Saturday, a group of boarders
together with the music department
spent the morning cleaning up a stretch
of Batu Ferringhi beach as one of the
boarding activities. In just an hour,
three huge trash bags were collected
that mainly included Styrofoam pieces,
cigarette butts, plastic bottles and
caps, plastic straws, plastic wrappers
and cigarette packaging.

In the first term, the students of Year 9 were
studying density. Using their knowledge of the
varying densities of liquids, they were able to

construct a colourful layered stack using salt
solution, sugar syrup, water and ethanol. Great
job Year 9s!
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The POWIIS World Scholar’s Figure
Cup Team Wants You!
Drawing
Challenge
Mr Darren Lim

Mrs Farida Khan-Evans

To our parents:

To our students:
This year, the World Scholar’s Cup Malaysia
Round is hosted in Penang for the sixth year
and as the base school for WSC in Penang (and
home to one of the state’s eminent teams), we
want you!
Whether you are a first-timer or an
experienced writer, debater or academic
Olympiad participant, this is THE tournament
for every student to discover and sharpen skills
that they thought they never had, explore
exciting new knowledge from around the
globe, and establish friendships with children
from the United States, China, Canada, the
Netherlands, Australia, Singapore, South
Africa, and more than 50 other countries.
Do not worry if you have never spoken in front
of a crowd, or have not been enlightened
about the joys of academic challenge. What
matters is to take the first step, join WSC
and experience celebrating your learning
(and interests in pop music, internet memes,
abstract art, Pi memorising etc.) with likeminded peers from around the world, creating
precious memories beyond the classroom
in your adventures to the Global Round
and Tournament of Champions abroad and
inspiring yourself to push the limits of your
knowledge, skills and imagination! All these
are achieved in the spirit of encouragement
and inclusive competition that is fun beyond
words.

The 2019 World Scholar’s Cup Malaysia Round
(Penang) will be held on 19 - 20 April 2019
(Friday to Saturday). Over the two days, your
child will experience four stimulating events,
namely debate, writing, quiz challenge and
quiz bowl, all in teams of three and based
around the annual theme. The theme this
year, A World on the Margins, focuses on
the concepts of ethnic marginalisation,
inequality, the history of marginalised figures
in society and the science behind unsolved
mysteries. Students will also learn about and
appreciate art, music and literature related to
marginalisation (including the famous Village
People 1970’s hit, Y.M.C.A.)

Year 9 rose to the challenge of figure
drawing in their art lesson with Mrs
Khan-Evans. They had just two minutes
to capture the whole figure, before the
model changed pose.

The
POWIIS
Mosaic Club
Mrs Farida Khan-Evans

There is also a talent show for your child to
demonstrate any interesting performance
from imitating famous actors to ballet dancing.
Teams who meet the threshold mark for
participation in the Global Round, will travel
to at one of these three destinations: Beijing
(17-24 June 2019) , Sydney (18-24 August 2019)
or Manila (5-10 September 2019). Further
information about which Global Round which
we will participate in will come before the
Malaysia Round.
For now, take this opportunity to encourage
your child to sign up and be inspired! Your child
can attend additional practices on Tuesday or
Wednesday, 4.30 p.m. from February 19 2019.
Please contact Mr. Darren Lim (dljz@powiis.
edu.my) and get your child excited about
learning today!

Our new Artist In Residence, Chris BirdJones is running The POWIIS Mosaic Club,
this term. Our enthusiastic students got
stuck in right away!
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Term 1
Chinese New Year
Christmas
Decoration
Celebration
House
Competition
Ms Lufia Pang Churu

Ms Jennifer Woolgar

To welcome in Chinese New Year to POWIIS,
our students are trying out Chinese
Calligraphy and decorating the school with
their handmade firecrackers. By writing lucky
phrases on banners and hanging them up
in the corridors, we are giving out our best
wishes to the school for 2019, The Year of Pig!
On Monday January 28th, we are holding

the 2019 Chinese New Year Assembly
in the auditorium from 15:15 – 16:15.
Our talented students will present some
amazing performances and hopefully give an
unforgettable taste of Spring. Parents wishing
to joining are asked to contact reception in
advanced. Space in our Auditorium is limited.
Ms Ambiga - y.vadamalai@powiis.edu.my
Ms Clara - clara.stcf@powiis.edu.my

Kangaroo Maths Problems
Mr Martin Clarke

We ended Term 1 with a Christmas
Celebration House Competition. All houses
were involved and each of the house
presented a musical performance together
with their house members and teachers.
The students and teachers participated in
various aspects such as dancing, playing
instruments, choreography and props
making, to make the event a memorable
one. The judges Mr Simon Leese, Mrs
Belinda Wood and Miss Michelle Goh
decided that Somerset gave the most
impressive performance. The music
department also presented three musical
items that included a harp solo to round off
the term.

Well done to Xin Liang Goay from Year 8
representing the Rutland House for spotting
the correct answer. It was in fact answer E:
TOOT.

Maths Competition has closed but entries
can still be made by Friday the 1st of
February latest. Students should see their
Mathematics teacher for a form.

Early registration for the 2019 Kangaroo

Here’s this weeks challenge:

Don’t forget, if you think you’ve solved
the puzzle then email your answer and
your reasoning to maths@powiis.edu.my

If you’re sending in a response on behalf
of your child, then please do include their
name and house information.
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POWIIS Primary - Opening September 2019
Ms Josephine Leong

ARCHITECT’S MODEL

Prince of Wales Island International Primary
School (POWIIS Primary) is on target to open
this September 2019.
The construction work is on schedule and the
hoarding boards around the site have been

THE SITE (DEC 2018)

recently removed at our site on Jalan Loh Poh
Heng, in Tanjung Bungah.

Office in Sunrise Tower, Gurney Drive. For more
information about the school, please contact:

The enrolment process is now in full swing,
with assessments being conducted by the
Principal, Marcus Sherwood at our Admissions

T: +604 828 9999
E: admissions@powiisprimary.edu.my
W: www.powiisprimary.edu.my

Meet Our People
Mr John Hewitt
Mr Hewitt has been in the teaching
profession for many years. He has been
a Boarding Housemaster, Deputy Head
and Headteacher. He was a Headteacher
of Bredon School in Gloucestershire and
Sackville School in Kent in the UK before
joining POWIIS.
This is his 2nd year at POWIIS as a Head of
Economics and Business Studies. He feels
the best part of his job is being in classroom
and interacting with students. He enjoys
the atmosphere at POWIIS created by
expectations of student behaviour, and the
personalities of staff and students. John
thinks that extra-curricular life is important
for the development of school
In his spare time he likes to keep fit but
after his rugby playing days (he was an
Irish International) he has to consider the
deteriorating condition of his joints! He also
plays drum to mostly rock and heavy metal
music (when the neighbours are not in!!)
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Important Dates for
January 2019

Click here for full
school calendar

21st January

Thaipusam

22nd January

Year 7 Parents’ Reception

23rd January

Year 13 Art Mock Exam

23rd January

PSAC U18 Netball vs Tenby at POWIIS

23rd January

U13 Girls Basketball/ U15 Girls Football at GEMS

24th January

Year 12 DT KL Trip

24th January

PSAC Athletics Track at City Stadium

25th to 26th January

Dalat Invitational U15 Basketball

25th January

PSAC Throwing at Dalat

28th January

Chinese New Year Assembly

28th January

Dalat X-Country at Straits Green

29th January

Senior Boys Basketball/
U13 Boys Basketball vs Tenby at Tenby

29th January

SCIPS Evening

30th January

PSAC Badminton at POWIIS

31st January

Sports Day

Entrance assessments are still possible by special arrangement and subject to available spaces. Please mention to friends and contacts who
may wish to be included. Contact Michelle Goh at admissions@powiis.edu.my

Watch for future Pulse editions!

